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Abstract

The structure of employment is important for companies to keep
their policies. This structure changes continuously due to new
technologies. At the beginning of the 90’s, for example, the number
of highly educated workers increased at the expense of workers
with little education. But later studies have shown that this trend
has received competition from two other trends, one is a polarized
structure, i.e., more workers with little or high education at the
expense of workers with medium education, who mostly do admin-
istration. The other trend, which only has been observed among
academic workers, is the opposite: more workers with medium
education at the expense of high and low education. The problem
with the last trend is that companies will grow in an inefficient way:
More resources will go to the administration department and leav-
ing less money for the Core department, which generates growth
in the organization. Here we show which industries in the Swedish
economy that are at risk of this inefficient growth. Results make it
clear that this problem not only exists in the academic world but
in every state-owned organization. In the state-owned category, we
find medical care that is criticized for its high administration costs.
Our findings show that medical care is one of the more efficient
state-owned industries, with respect to the proportion of admin-
istration. Overall, our results demonstrate that it is not always
positive to grow large as an state-owned organisation. These results
suggest that state-owned organisations should avoid merging to
maintain their efficiency.
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Sammanfattning

Anställningsstrukturen i en organisation är viktigt för att behålla or-
ganisationens värdegrunder och effektivitet. Förändringar av denna
struktur förändras kontinuerligt på grund av teknologiutvecklingen.
I början av 90-talet ökade till exempel antalet arbetare med hög
utbildning på bekostnad av arbetare med låg utbildning. Senare
studier har dock visat att denna trend har fått konkurrens av två
andra trender. En där anställningsstrukturen har blivit polariserad,
dvs. antalet arbetare med antingen låg och hög utbildning har
ökat på bekostnad av arbetare med medelhög utbildning. Dessa
medelhög utbildade arbetar oftast med administration. Den andra
trenden, som bara har setts bland akademiska arbetare, är motsatt:
fler arbetare med medelhög utbildning på bekostnad av låg- och
högutbildade. Problemet med den senare trenden är att organisa-
tioner växer på ett ineffektivt sätt: mer resurser går till administra-
tionsavdelningen och lämnar mindre kvar till kärnverksamheten
som genererar tillväxt till företaget. Här visar vi vilka industrier i
den svenska ekonomin som på grund av ineffektiv tillväxt riskerar
att drabbas av problem. Resultatet visar tydligt att det inte bara är
den akademiska världen utan alla statligt ägda organisationer har
en ineffektiv tillväxt. I den statligt ägda kategorin hittar vi sjukvård
som är en väldigt kritiserad bransch på grund av dess höga ad-
ministrationskostnader. Enligt våra resultat ligger sjukhus bland
de statliga organisationer som har lägre andel administratörer,
vilket visar hur ineffektiva andra statligt ägda organisationer är.
Generellt sett visar våra resultat att det inte alltid är positivt att
växa sig stor som statlig organisation. Resultaten föreslår att statliga
organisationer borde undvika sammanslagningar för att bibehålla
effektiviteten.
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1
Introduction

Changes in the structure of employment are always occurring due
to the development of technology. Researchers and politicians
are eager to know why. The World economic forum determined
the three following effects on the economy 1. For the individual 1 The world Economic Forum col-

laboration with The Boston Con-
sulting Group. Towards a Reskilling
Revolution. 2018

workers, the need of continuous learning will be of importance not
just to keep their employments but also to get rewarding careers
that maximizes their employment opportunities. For organizations,
it will be vital to train the already existing workers but also hire
skilled workers to keep the organization’s competitiveness. For
politicians, these reskilled workers will strengthen the competition
against automatization, more people can work and pay taxes which
is the fuel of the economic growth for the society.

The idea introduced in the book "The Theory of the Growth of the
Firm"2 says that firms can be seen as collections of different re- 2 E. T. Penrose. The Theory of the Growth

of the Firm. Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1959

sources, where the composition or structure of these resources is a
major factor in how the individual company’s future development
will look like. The company that can organize these resources best
will have the best chance of growing successfully. Accordingly by
redistributing the resources, the growth-condition of the organiza-
tion will change.

To map this change in the composition or employment structure,
Manning et al. collected data from major parts of the world. In the
beginning of the 90s a shift of employment towards more educated
workers at the expense of low educated workers was found. The
resulting impact was found to be Skill-Biased Technological Change
(SBTC)3. An idea that can be described by the following quote: 3 Alan Manning Maarten Goos and

Anna Salomons. Job Polarization in
Europe. The American economic review,
2009

“a shift in the production technology that favours skilled over un-
skilled labour by increasing its relative production and, therefore, its
relative demand.4" 4 Giovanni L. Violante. Skill-Biased

Technical Change. New York University,
2016The SBTC idea describes the shift from low- to high-educated

occupations. However, later studies in the USA5, big parts of Eu- 5 Lawrence F. Katz Autor, David H.
and Melissa S. Kearney. The Polarization
of the US Labor Market. NATIONAL BU-
REAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH,
2006

rope(2009)6, and in Sweden(2015)7, contradict this. Instead of

6 Alan Manning Maarten Goos and
Anna Salomons. Job Polarization in
Europe. The American economic review,
2009

7 Rune Åberg. Svensk arbetsmarknad mot
polarisering efter millennieskiftet. Umeå
Universitet, 2015

growth of high-educated workers at the expense of low educated
workers, both of these groups are growing at the expense of the
mid educated occupations, which leads to polarization where the
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high educated earn a lot more than the low educated workers.
The mid educated occupations, that seem to decrease in number,
are mostly clerks, who can be categorized as administration staff.
In this way, the proportion of administration will decrease in the
Swedish economy and more resources will go to the Core depart-
ment of the organisation. In the long run this will keep Swedish
organisations competitive on a global level.

However, this reported polarization trend was contrasted in 2009 by
an Norwegian study8, which showed that at Swedish universities,8 Espen Jettestuena Bjorn Jamtveita and

Joachim Mathiesena. Beautiful Evidence.
PNAS, August 2009

the number of administration workers grow faster than teachers
and researchers. Where teachers and researchers are the growth
generating workers, which by that can be called the Core workers
in universities. If this trend is true, the growth-promoting resources
would be at risk of being suffocated. A similar process has been
observed in a completely different field: Eukaryotes.A Eukaryote is an organism whose

cells contain a nucleus that is sur-
rounded by a membrane. Two exam-
ples of Eukaryotes are animals and
yeast.

Today’s eukaryotes contain a few thousand genes. Since eukaryotes
don’t need all genes all the time, they (and all other living organ-
isms) have evolved regulatory networks that control which genes
are on and off with so-called transcription factor proteins. Similar
to administrators in an organization, transcription factors manage
the function of all genes. In order for the eukaryote to work compet-
itively, genes are added at all times, with more administrators being
required, which costs energy. The problem with this is that the
number of transcription factors grows as the square of the number
of genes. Scientists have a hypothesis that this sets an upper limit to
what extent a eukaryote may become9.9 Kim Sneppen. Models of Life. 2014

These two trends, polarization and eukaryote growth, are opposite
to each other, where the polarization is an efficient growth in the
meaning of administration and resources while transcription factors
growth in bacteria is not. Because little is know about which trends
different industries follow, the goal of this thesis is to answer:

How does the Support staff change with the number of Core staff in the
entire economy?

By addressing this question, we can identify which organisations in
the Swedish economy that are at risk of the problems followed by
inefficient growth.

To find a quantified answer to the question above, we analyse
data from SCB for all companies in Sweden. By investigating the
relation between the number of administration and Core workers
with respect to both time and size, we can determine the trend for
organisations in different industries.
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2
Method

In this thesis, we will analyse the number of administration
and Core workers in different organisations. The Core staff can be
defined as the workers providing the skills necessary for organi-
sation’s growth, whereas the meaning of administration is more
unclear. Here we define it as the workers that support the Core
staff. Before explaining the process of how we categorize Adminis-
tration and Core for different industries, we show related work and
the data set that we used in our analysis.

2.1 Related work

In earlier papers, different trends have been discovered. In the 90’s,
Skill Biased Technological Change, SBTC, was found and can be
described by figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1: The supply and demand
curve for workers with low, mid and
high education.The demand curve is parallel displaced upward for workers with

high education, at the expense of workers with low education
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where the demand curve is parallel displaced downwards. The
resulting affect is visualized by the arrows below the x-axis, which
indicate that the number of workers with high education increases
while the number of workers with low education decreases.

This SBTC trend was later contrasted by the polarization trend. This
polarization trend can be described by figure 2.2 below.

Figure 2.2: The supply and demand
curve for workers with low, mid and
high education.

The demand curve is parallel displaced upwards for workers with
both low and high education. This is at the expense of workers
with medium education. The result, which is visualized by arrows
below the x-axis, is that the number of workers with low and high
education is increasing, while the number of workers with medium
education is decreasing. These workers with medium education are
mostly clerks that can be categorised as administration.

However, this two trends, SBTC and polarization, was in 2009

contrasted by a third growth that has been seen in Scandinavian
universities. This new type of growth is inefficient with the respect
to resources. When organisations grow larger, a larger cut of the
money goes to the administration and leaving less money to the
Core department, which generates growth to the organisation. This
type of growth is an old proven growth that has existed for a few
billion years on earth in eukaryotes. In eukaryotes there are tran-
scription factors that regulates, positively or negatively, all genes in
the eukaryote. In order for the eukaryote to stay competitive, genes
are added at all times with more transcription factors required. The
number of transcription factors, Nt f , relative the number of genes
can be seen as

Nt f ∝ N1.26
g ,
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where Ng is the number of genes in the eukaryote 1. 1 Nimwegen E. Scaling laws in the
functional content of genomes. Trends
Genet. 2003

2.2 The dataset

The data set we used is a reduced version from Central Bureau
of Statistics2, or SCB, with comprehensive data set on all Swedish 2 Om SCB. https://www.scb.se/om-

scb/organisations. Below we show an excerpt of how a data file looks
like where we, due to secrecy, used made-up values.

Year Firm Agande Kommun SNI5 SNI2 Y1111 Y1112 Y1113 ...
2015 1 41 1111 11111 11 1 2 0 ...
2015 2 20 4123 45030 45 3 1 4 ...
2015 3 41 2401 80012 80 0 0 10 ...

Above, the columns mean:

1. Year - The year the data correspond to. We got access from
2005-2015.

2. Firm - The organisation’s id number. The name is hidden
because of secrecy.

3. Agande - Private or State-owned.

4. SNI5 and SNI2 - The organisation’s industrial classification
code (see below).

5. Kommun - The township where the organisation is regis-
tered.

6. YXXXX - Specifies number of full-time employees in differ-
ent employment categories (see below).

SNI and SSYK

SNI is a Swedish standard for Industrial classification3, for compa- 3 http://www.sni2007.scb.se

nies and Public organizations. In the startup of every company the
founder register the company to the Swedish companies registra-
tion office using a four-digit SNI code(SNI4), which specifies exactly
in what area the company will operate in. This SNI code is a subset
of an more aggregated two-digit SNI code(SNI2). This two-digit
SNI code is by itself a subsection of the section level, which for
example can be manufacturing or construction. In order to examine
the whole economy we group the companies into three categories:
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Higher education: (SNI code 85420), i.e. Universities and Colleges

Public services: (SNI codes 84, 86), i.e. state-owned companies

Private companies: (Agande codes 41, 42), i.e. in all industries

SSYK is the Swedish standard for grouping employees’ profes-
sions4, where each code represent one specific profession. The first4 SSYK 2012 Standard for svensk

yrkesklassificering 2012. 2012 digit in the code represent in which main-section the profession
belongs to, for example is 1XXX managing professions.

2.3 Categorization

In this work, we distinguish between Core and administration
staff. To categorize them, we start by assemble the 4-digit SSYK
codes to a aggregated 2-digit system that makes it easier to dis-
tinguish between the two staff groups. An exception is the 2-digit
SSYK code Y24, that is being split into two groups, Y241 and Y242.
The professions inside are too different, Y241 is economy staff and
Y242 is Human resources. In the analysis below, we use the 2-digit
SSYK codes. Figure 2.3 shows the sorted distribution of professions
in 4 out of 100 industries.
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of employ-
ees in 4 arbitrary industries. Starting
from top-left going clockwise, the
industries are: Higher education,
Medical care, Financial services and
Medium tech production.

To define our Core, we start by choosing how many profession
the Core category will contain. By looking at the distribution of
employees, in figure 2.3, we let that many as we chose of the pro-
fession with the most employees as the Core professions. However,
there are two exceptions: Y242 and Y41. These are never allowed
to be Core because both of these are human resource occupations,
which typically is administration profession. If either of Y242 and
Y41 becomes Core, they automatically will be moved to the admin-
istration category. In detail, this is how to find the industry’s Core.
Down below the algorithm is written in bullet list.

1. Find the number of employees for each emplument category
(SSYK code).

2. Rank/sort them

3. Define how many profession the Core category could contain,
lets call it X

4. Let the X SSYK codes with the most employees be Core

5. If either Y242 or Y41 is in the Core category, remove them

6. Let the SSYK codes that is not Core be Administration
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In figure 2.4 we show an example for SNI 66, the financial services.
Here we set the Core to be the 3 first/biggest bars in the plot. The
Core for this industry contains:

• Y33: Economy and management

• Y25: In-depth skills in data analysis

• Y241: Financial analyst

Figure 2.4: The distribution of all
employees in the industry SNI 66, with
the Core professions circled.

Because none of the exceptions (Y242 and Y41) are in the Core pro-
fessions the categorization is complete. The Core professions will
be Y33, Y25 and Y241 and the rest that are not Core, i.e. outside the
box in figure 2.4, will be Support.

This algorithm categorizes with as little hand waving as possible:
The only parameter the user can change is the number of Core
professions. Throughout this report, we will use three Core profes-
sions. We have tried one and two Core profession but this does not
qualitatively change our results, which show the robustness of these
method.

Before we chose to use this method we had another method in
mind as well, it did the opposite to the one we chose. It specified
the administration SSYK codes independent of industry and letting
the rest be Core professions. The problem with that categorization
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is e.g. in hospitals where a lot of electricians work, but they are
not Core profession in medical care as they are in the construction
industry. In the appendix figures from this method can be seen.

With our categorization, where we define the Core professions for
a specific industry and let the rest be Administration, the Adminis-
tration professions are more correctly seen as Support professions.
That is why, from now on we will call all professions that is not
Core for Support professions.

2.4 Analysis

When analysing data sets with large span of values, log-log figures
may be useful. Power law relations, i.e.

Y = aXb,

appears as a straight line in the log-log figures, with b as the slope
and a as the intersection value. The slope of this power law is
crucial for how the two variables, X and Y, grow relative each other.
By assuming that b > 0 we have that

• 0 < b < 1: Y grows slower relative X

• 1 < b: Y grows faster relative X.

To visualize how the trend between these two variable, X and Y,
progresses, one can divide the data into intervals and take the mean
of these intervals. By drawing a line between these mean points,
one can see how the mean progresses. This line will be called
the average line and will make it easier to understand how the
data behaves, i.e. the trend of the data. When this trend is known,
this could be followed up by determine the relation between two
variables, X and Y, where regression analysis is useful. Linear
regression is the simplest of regression methods, where it purpose
is to find the line with the smallest total distance in the Y-direction
to all points combined. A more exact method is the Orthogonal
Distance Regression, which take into account both the distance in
X- and Y-direction. In figure below the difference between these
two methods can be seen.
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Figure 2.5: Schematics of the two
regression methods, where the grey
lines show the registered error of the
standard linear regression and the red
dotted lines show the registered error
of the ODR.

The ODR is beneficial in our case because it take into account the
uncertainty in both X and Y, which give us a better estimation.

Another useful analysis method is correlation, which assesses how
strong the relation between two variables is. Simplified, there are
two different correlation methods, Pearson and Spearman. Pearson
is a standard linear correlation, while Spearman assesses the rela-
tionship regardless of linearity or not. The Pearson correlation for
variable X and Y can be calculated as

ρp =
Cov(X, Y)

σXσY
, (2.1)

where Cov(X, Y) is the covariance between the variables, X and
Y, and σ is the standard deviation of the specific variable. This
method can be modified to assess relations that aren’t linear, by
using equation 2.1 on the ranked variables rgX and rgY, we get

ρs =
Cov(rgX , rgY)

σrgX σrgX

. (2.2)

ρs is the Spearman correlation coefficient, which tell how strong the
relation is.

• ρs = |1|: Perfect relation, all dots can be described the same
monotonic function

• ρs < 0: Decreasing monotonic trend

• ρs > 0: Increasing monotonic trend
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3
Results and Discussion

First, we looked at organizations from higher education insti-
tutions. Defining the Core as the three most abundant job cate-
gories in the right figure in figure 3.1, we found that the Core was
composed of teachers(Y23) and economists (Y33). The human re-
sources(Y242) were moved because of the exception explained in
the Categorization section. Based on this categorization, we plotted
the number of Core staff versus the number of Support staff in an
log-log plot. The result can be seen in figure 3.1, which show an
reproduced PNAS result. The slope was determined after an cutoff
where the average line started to act linearly, in this case 200 Core
staff. However, the slope for our categorization became 1.15± 0.02,
which lower than PNAS (1.30±0.03). This may have to do with the
data set, where our’s is continuously updated while theirs is based
on the University catalog which is not exact.

Figure 3.1: Left: The number of Core
staff vs the number of Support staff for
each Higher education institution. The
red line is a regression line and the
yellow line is the average line. Right:
Distribution of employees.
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After analyzing the Higher education industry, we wanted to see
if the same growth pattern appears in other public organizations.
Defining the Core in the same procedure as before, but now using
the left figure in figure 3.2. The Core becomes medical profes-
sions(Y22), care professions(Y53) and economy and managing
professions(Y33). The right side of figure 3.2 show the public ser-
vice industry in the same way as before with the Higher education
industry.

Figure 3.2: Left: Distribution of
employees for the Public services
industry. Right: The number of Core
vs support staff, where each point is a
public service organisation.

Apart from the exponential growth, it is clear that the data is di-
vided into two clusters. Instead of making a fit for all the data
points, we cluster analyzes the data, using the Gaussian mixture
model which can be seen in figure 3.3, and then made a fit for the
individual groups separately instead.

The result, after examine the two cluster using figure 3.4, is that the
two clusters have almost the same slope, just different intersection
values. The regression analysis on group 1 does not work properly
because of too few large companies, that is why we instead just
parallel displace the regression line for group 2 to fit group 1. Both
of these groups seems to have similar slope which is larger than
one, but not with the same margin as for the Higher education
industry. The distribution of workplaces show that 95% of group
2 is hospitals, which is known for its heavy costs of Support staff1.1 Allt mer skattepengar till adminis-

trationen. www.vardfokus.se, June
2018

This gives us a relative value of how inefficient the public service
industry, in matter of Support staff, really is.
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Figure 3.3: Clustering of the data
in figure 3.2, we used the Gaussian
mixture model for the analysis.

Figure 3.4: The two groups after the
cluster analysis, the doted line is
just a parallel displaced copy of the
regression line of group 2. The slope
of the regression is 1.06 ± 0.03 in 95

%-confidence interval.
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The results of Higher education and Public services, show that
the relation between the number of Support and Core staff can be
expressed as a power law with exponential higher than 1. Purely
theoretical, this can be related to the bacterial paragraph in the
introduction section where the hypothesis about an upper limit
for the total size of the company. Due to the increasing cost of the
Support department as the company grow larger.

On the other side of the economy, we find the Private industry.
The categorization was done in the same way as described in the
Categorization section. The difference is that the Private industry
contains all SNI codes, we therefore categorized each SNI sepa-
rately. The result show that Private organizations has an similar
relation between Support and Core staff as the Higher education
and Public service industry. The exponential growth is lower then
previous industries, with the slope 0.84± 0.12, which can be seen in
figure 3.5. Because of the lack of big companies the regressionline
does not fit the them that well and starts therefore to differ from the
avarage line. The biggest companies seems to have a more efficient
structure than what is expected from the regressionline. This is why
we question the linear trend in this industry.

Figure 3.5: All private companies in
the economy, where the red average
line show the mean, which is con-
structed in the same way as for figure
3.1.

To better understand the differences for the Private industry, the
Public services and Higher education industry, we look at the
proportion of Support staff, i.e. the number of Support staff relative
the total number of employees in the organization, over a 10 year
interval for these different industries. The result show that the
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Private organizations has a much lower proportion of Support
staff than both the Public services and Higher education industry,
which can be seen in figure 3.6. This may have to do with the fact
that Private organizations has one goal with its organization, to
make as much profit as possible, where the state-owned is making
their earnings in some kind of utility function. One can also notice
in figure 3.6 how for Private and Public services industries the
proportion of Support staff decreased at the recession of 2008-2010,
whereas the proportion were more stable and increasing over these
two year for the Higher education industry. This suggest that the
Higher education industry thrive while the rest of the economy
is backing due to the recession. This may have to do with the fact
that when a recession hits the economy, the number of work will
decrease and people will either start to search for new jobs or study.

Figure 3.6: The three industries, where
the x-axis is is year and y-axis is
the proportion of Support staff. The
dashed lines is the standard error of
the mean for each line.

By looking deeper into these three industries, we can immediately
see that changes in either the total size or the proportion of Support
staff of organizations in Higher education industry is much lower
than in both Public services and Private organizations. This can be
seen in figure 3.7 that show how the proportion of Support staff
changes as the total size of each company in that specific industry
is changing.
To easier analyze the information in figure 3.7, we present a simpli-
fied version in figure 3.8 that is easier to interpret and we therefore
focus at one industry at a time.

Higher education

The first noticeable discovery is that organizations tend to decrease
their proportion of Support staff independent of the direction of
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Figure 3.7: The three industries, where
the x-axis is how the total size have
change from 2005 to 2015 for each
company and y-axis is the change of
proportion of Support staff.

Figure 3.8: A simplified figure of
figure3.7, that show the percentage of
the total number of companies in each
quadrant.
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change for the total size. Which generally can be seen as if the or-
ganization needs to fire employees the probability is higher that
Support staff will be fired than Core staff. In the opposite situation,
the organization need to hire people, the probability is lower that
Support staff will be hired than Core staff. This contradict earlier
discoveries, where the proportion of Support staff was increasing
faster than Core staff which can be seen in figure 3.1. The result
from figure 3.1 is at the same time strengthen by the positive Spear-
man correlation that can be seen in 3.8.

Public services

Here we see a clear dependence between the two axes. The major-
ity of organizations that change in total also get an change in the
same direction for the proportion of Support staff. The calculated
Spearman correlation strengthen this tendency. In a country as
Sweden, where the number of citizens is growing, this could hypo-
thetically put Sweden in financial problems. As Sweden grow in
number of citizen the Public services as e.g. Hospitals etc. will need
more growth-promoting resources to keep up with the growing
demand. However, due to the inefficient growth we see in figure
3.8 the problem becomes that a larger fraction of the organizations
budget goes to the Support department as the organization grow.
By assuming that the need of Public services per citizen is always
the same, the problem can be solve in two ways. Either by making
the Core staff more efficient, which can be hard in e.g. the medical
care or by increasing the taxes per citizen.

Private

Opposite to the Public service industry, the Private industry has an
negative correlation. In figure 3.8 one can see how the proportion of
Support staff is changing in the opposite direction of the total size.
Meaning that the bigger Private organizations grows the greater
part of the resources will go towards the growth-promoting part
of the organization, which makes it more efficient in the matter of
employees.
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4
Conclusion

We found that the relation between the number of Core and the
number and Support staff, in state-owned organizations (i.e. Higher
education and Public services), can be described as a power law
with exponent higher than one in the same way as for bacterial
growth. Hypothetically, this bacterial growth gives an upper limit
in how big the bacterium can be, which also can be the case for
the state-owned organizations. However, for the Higher education
industry, this finding was contradicted by the decreased proportion
of Support as the institutions grew. Whereas for the Public service
industry this bacterial growth were strengthen by the increased
proportion of Support staff as organisations grew. This could
hypothetically bring financial problems to the society, where the
number of tax paying workers will increase in a lower rate than the
costs of these services. These findings motivates public services to
avoid merging, instead keeping the organisations smaller and by
that more efficient.

By comparing this inefficient growth of state-owned organisations
with the growth of the Private industry, the Private organisations
have a totally different growth where it is positive to grow as
large as possible. In that case, the proportion of growth generating
resources will increase and the efficiency of the organisation will
increase in the matter of employees.

Further research could imply to state a model that describes the
structure of organisations in different industries. To do that, figure
3.8 could be useful to quantify the probability of which category
the next employee would be that goes in or out of the organisation.
Knowing this probability, an equation could be established that
simulates the behaviour of organisations in different industries.
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Appendix

Figure 1: Higher education for the
other method, where the digits are
the municipality number. The same
lineary occurs but with lower slope.

Figure 2: Public services for the other
method, the same pattern occurs but
with lower slope.
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